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COMMENTARY
Motions to Disqualify Opposing Counsel in Patent Trial and
Appeal Board Proceedings
Motions to disqualify opposing counsel often raise

in nature and constituting litigation.”5 In such contested

difficult issues of legal ethics. Behind any motion to

cases, parties may increasingly seek to file disqualifi-

disqualify, two competing interests are implicated: the

cation motions for both legitimate and tactical reasons.

client’s right to the attorney of its choice versus the

Under 37 C.F.R. § 42.10(d), the PTAB is expressly given

need to maintain ethical standards of professional

the authority to rule on disqualification motions.

responsibility. Few things are as disconcerting to a
litigant as the loss of access to trusted counsel.1 For

Parties seeking to use disqualification motions to

these reasons and others, disqualification proceed-

their advantage may need to temper their expecta-

ings can be heated battles. Motions to disqualify

tions, however, as prevailing on such a motion before

opposing counsel in proceedings before federal

the PTAB—or even obtaining authorization to file the

uncommon, 2

with such motions being

motion—appears to be an uphill battle. The USPTO

used for both legitimate reasons and “purely tactical

has stated, unequivocally, that motions to disqualify

courts are not

reasons, such as delaying the

trial.”3

counsel are “disfavored.”6 Decisions by the PTAB indicate that it will act in accordance with this notion: as of

With the enactment of the Leahy-Smith America Invents

the date of publication of this Commentary, the PTAB

Act (the “AIA”),4 the filing of motions to disqualify coun-

has denied authorization to file motions to disqualify

sel may become increasingly common in proceed-

counsel in multiple proceedings and has not granted

ings before the United States Patent and Trademark

authorization in any.7 Further, the PTAB’s decisions

Office (“USPTO”). The AIA ushered in a new era of

indicate that it will likely follow the lead of its prede-

administrative trials before the Patent Trial and Appeal

cessor, the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences

Board (“PTAB” or the “Board”), with such trials includ-

(“BPAI”), which set a high bar for disqualification of

ing inter partes review (“IPR”) proceedings, postgrant

counsel in interference proceedings.

review (“PGR”) proceedings, covered business method
(“CBM”) patent proceedings, and derivation proceed-

This Commentary details the statutory and regulatory

ings. Under 37 C.F.R. § 42.2, these trials are “contested

bases for the PTAB’s authority to act on disqualification

cases”—adversarial proceedings that are “adjudicatory

motions, along with the rules and BPAI decisions that
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are likely to guide the PTAB in ruling on these motions. The

(“USPTO Rules”).14 These rules apply to all attorneys appear-

PTAB’s negative treatment of parties’ requests for authoriza-

ing before the Office,15 and the BPAI previously applied

tion to file disqualification motions thus far is described.

a similar code of professional responsibility (the Patent
and Trademark Office Code of Professional Responsibility
(“USPTO Code”)) in disqualification proceedings.16 Pursuant

The PTAB’s Authority to Conduct
Disqualification Proceedings

to the authority provided in 35 U.S.C. §§ 2(b)(2)(D) and 32, the
USPTO Rules were promulgated in 2013, replacing the USPTO

Under 35 U.S.C. § 2(b)(2)(D), the USPTO has the power to estab-

Code to which attorneys appearing before the Office were

lish rules and regulations to govern the conduct of attorneys

previously required to conform.17 The USPTO Rules conform

appearing before the Office. Additionally, under 35 U.S.C. § 32,

to the Model Rules of Professional Conduct of the American

the Director of the USPTO may, after notice and opportunity for

Bar Association, versions of which have been adopted by

a hearing, suspend or exclude from further practice before the

forty-nine states and the District of Columbia.18

USPTO an attorney who does not comply with the rules and
“[B]y far the most common ground for a motion for disqualifi-

regulations established under section 2(b)(2)(D).

cation is a claim of some form of conflict of interest that either
In accordance with this statutory authority, as part of its con-

harms the moving party or calls into question the integrity of

solidated set of rules relating to PTAB trial practice for IPR,

judicial process at hand.” 19 Thus, sections of the USPTO Rules

PGR, CBM, and derivation proceedings, the USPTO promul-

addressing conflicts of interest may be of particular impor-

gated 37 C.F.R. § 42.10(d), which expressly delegates to the

tance in disqualification proceedings before the USPTO. In

PTAB the authority to disqualify counsel for cause after notice

the USPTO Rules, Section 11.107 addresses conflicts of inter-

and opportunity for hearing. The PTAB’s authority to conduct

est involving current clients. Under this rule, generally, a cur-

disqualification proceedings exists “while the Board has juris-

rent client of an attorney may prevent the attorney from being

proceeding.”8

In its rulemaking related to the

adverse to it in any matter: “[A] practitioner shall not repre-

AIA, the USPTO did not establish specific rules governing dis-

sent a client if the representation involves a concurrent con-

diction over a

However, the USPTO’s responses

flict of interest.” 20 A concurrent conflict of interest exists, for

to written comments from intellectual property organizations,

example, if the “representation of one client will be directly

businesses, and others (as included with the PTAB’s Final

adverse to another client.”21

qualification

proceedings.9

Rules of Practice10) provide some guidance as to when the
PTAB might initiate such proceedings and how they might be

Section 11.109 of the USPTO Rules addresses duties to former

conducted. In its responses, the USPTO notes, generally, that

clients. Under Section 11.109(a), a former client of an attorney

“[t]he determination whether to disqualify counsel is based

may prevent the attorney from being adverse to it if the matter

on the facts and circumstances of the case, including any

against the former client is “substantially related” to the work

Other statements

the attorney previously did for the client. 22 Alternatively, under

indicate that the USPTO endorses a restrained approach

Section 11.109(b), the former client may prevent the attorney from

response by counsel to the

allegation.” 11

to disqualification of counsel. Specifically, the Office states

being adverse to it if the attorney acquired confidential informa-

that “[m]otions to disqualify opposing counsel are disfavored

tion during the former representation that likely can be used

because they cause delay and are sometimes abused.” 12

against the client in the subsequent adverse representation. 23

Finally, the USPTO provides an example situation in which

The substantial relationship test of Section 11.109(a) “generally

disqualification may be necessary: “Some situations . . . are

serves as a surrogate for proof that a lawyer obtained confi-

likely to trigger consideration of whether to disqualify a coun-

dential information in the initial representation; no proof that the

sel, e.g., egregious

misconduct.” 13

lawyer actually obtained confidences is required. In contrast, to
disqualify a lawyer for actually possessing relevant confidences

In conducting a disqualification proceeding, the PTAB will

[under Section 11.109(b)], the former client must generally show

likely look to the USPTO Rules of Professional Conduct

that the lawyer did in fact obtain such information.” 24
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Although it is clear that the PTAB may conduct disqualification

LLP (“Pillsbury”) from representing Eppstein in Interference

proceedings under 37 C.F.R. § 42.10(d) and that the PTAB may

No. 103,708. 29 As described below, the BPAI employed a very

look to the USPTO Rules of Professional Conduct in conduct-

narrow view of what constitutes a “substantial relationship”

ing the proceedings, these rules may raise more questions

and denied the motion.30

than they answer. For example, Section 11.107 of the USPTO
Rules uses the “substantial relationship” test in former-client

The basis for Anderson’s motion was Kokulis’s alleged breach

conflicts, but the nature of this test varies significantly among

of the duties owed to Anderson as a former client. Anderson’s

the federal circuits, 25 and the rules governing the PTAB pro-

employer, the National Institutes of Health (“NIH”), retained the

vide no guidance in determining when two matters are “sub-

law firm of Cushman, Darby & Cushman (“Cushman”) to prepare

stantially related.” Further, the rules provide no indication as

and prosecute U.S. Application No. 07/365,567 (“the ’567 appli-

to the extent to which federal court decisions should govern

cation”).31 The ’567 application was the first of a series of con-

or influence the PTAB in disqualification proceedings.

tinuing applications that led to the grant of the Anderson patent
involved in the interference proceeding.32 Kokulis, a partner at

For guidance in answering these questions, one may look to

Cushman, signed a task order, accepting for Cushman the task

decisions from the PTAB’s predecessor, the BPAI. As noted

of preparing and filing the ’567 application.33 In the disqualifi-

above, the IPR, PGR, CBM, and derivation proceedings cur-

cation proceeding, Kokulis testified that he was not involved in

cases.” 26

To

the preparation or prosecution of the ’567 application and that

understand how the PTAB may handle disqualification motions

he signed the task order in the absence of another Cushman

in these new contested cases, BPAI decisions in other types

partner who was in charge of the NIH work.34 Kokulis further

of contested cases—namely, interference proceedings—

testified that he did not recall seeing any disclosures describ-

may be instructive. BPAI decisions on disqualification in the

ing the subject matter of the ’567 application or having any dis-

context of interference proceedings are described below.

cussions with anyone about the same.35 The ’567 application

rently conducted by the PTAB are “contested

was abandoned in January 1992.36

BPAI Decisions on Disqualification in
Interference Proceedings

In September 1995, Cushman merged with the Pillsbury law

A patent interference under 35 U.S.C. 135(a) is an adversarial

of the other continuing applications that led to the issuance

proceeding between two or more parties concerning the

of the Anderson patent involved in the interference proceed-

award of patent rights for a commonly-claimed invention.

ing.38 Following the grant of the Anderson patent, which was

An interference is declared for the purpose of determining

a continuation-in-part of the ’567 application,39 Kokulis was

priority, i.e., which party first invented the commonly-claimed

retained by Eppstein to represent him against Anderson in

invention. 27 Derivation proceedings under the AIA, although

the interference.40 In the disqualification proceeding, Kokulis

distinct from interference proceedings, will address issues

testified that when he was retained by Eppstein, he did not

similar to those that may be raised in interferences and will

appreciate that Cushman had been involved with the ’567

eventually “replace” interference practice. Interferences will

application.41 Kokulis further testified that none of the individ-

continue to be declared for applications having at least one

uals that prepared and prosecuted the ’567 application were

claim with an effective filing date prior to March 16, 2013.

with Pillsbury as of the time of the interference.42 Anderson

firm.37 Neither Cushman nor Pillsbury was involved with any

moved to disqualify Kokulis and Pillsbury on the basis that
Kokulis had been involved in prosecuting the ’567 application.

The PTAB’s predecessor, the BPAI, issued a number of decisions on motions to disqualify opposing counsel within the
context of interference proceedings. The most instructive

The BPAI denied Anderson’s motion to disqualify.43 As an

and widely-cited of these decisions is Anderson v. Eppstein. 28

initial matter, the BPAI explained that “[w]hile the PTO has

In this case, Anderson filed a motion to disqualify Paul Kokulis

no specific rules which govern disqualification petitions,

(“Kokulis”) and the law firm of Pillsbury, Madison and Sutro,

generally the provisions of the PTO Code of Professional
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Responsibility, aided by decisions of federal courts, govern
resolution of a

disqualification.”44

does not, without more, demonstrate that ’567 is substantially

The BPAI further noted that

the same or identical to the Anderson patent. Anderson has

“[d]isqualification is resolved on a case-by-case basis, where

failed to demonstrate that the claims it compares are identi-

the moving party bears a heavy burden of proving facts

cal or essentially the same subject matter.”51 The BPAI also

showing that disqualification is necessary.”45 The BPAI’s iden-

explained that the ’567 application was not relied on for prior-

tification of the moving party’s “heavy burden” is telling: as

ity in the interference proceeding and that therefore, there

described below, the BPAI goes on to endorse a formulation

was an inference that the ’567 application and the Anderson

of the “substantial relationship” test that sets a very high bar

patent are not identical or essentially the same.52 Based on

for disqualification in interference proceedings.

this reasoning, the BPAI found that Anderson had failed to
meet the substantial relationship test.53

Anderson argued that disqualification of Kokulis and Pillsbury
Despite this failure, the BPAI noted that Anderson could nev-

was necessary under the “substantial relationship” test relconflicts.46

In addressing this argu-

ertheless prevail if he could successfully demonstrate that

ment, the BPAI observed that some courts adopt a “narrow[]”

Kokulis actually received confidential information that could

relationship.47

be used against him in the interference proceeding.54 The

Indicating its agreement with these courts, the BPAI stated:

BPAI stated, “[w]hen one lawyer at a firm possesses client

“In our view, Anderson must demonstrate that (1) the subject

confidences gained in the course of a prior representation,

matter of the ’567 application is identical or essentially the

it can be presumed that the confidences were shared with

same as the subject matter in the Anderson patent involved

other attorneys within the lawyer’s firm. However, the pre-

in Interference 103,708, and (2) the relationship between

sumption is rebuttable.”55 The BPAI credited the testimony

Kokulis and Anderson is a ‘prior representation’ within the

of Kokulis that he did not receive any information regarding

evant to former-client

interpretation of what constitutes a substantial

test.”48

The “identical

the ’567 application and that he had no involvement in the

or essentially the same” standard is a narrow interpretation of

preparation or prosecution of the ’567 application. 56 Based

the substantial relationship test.

on Kokulis’s testimony, the BPAI found that Eppstein had

meaning of the substantial relationship

rebutted any presumption that confidences were shared
Applying this narrow interpretation of the substantial relation-

with Kokulis or any attorney at Pillsbury.57 The BPAI denied

ship test, the BPAI noted that “the Cushman firm prepared

Anderson’s motion to disqualify.58

and prosecuted only the first of a series of several continuing
applications that ultimately led to the granting of the Anderson

The BPAI’s narrow view of what constitutes a substantial rela-

patent” and that the Anderson patent was a continuation-in-

tionship relies on authority from the Second Circuit,59 which

part of the ’567 application with a different specification and

endorses a “restrained approach” to attorney disqualifica-

different claims.49 The BPAI acknowledged that there may be

tion that “avoids unnecessary and unseemly delay.”60 The

some overlap between the disclosure of the Anderson pat-

Second Circuit applies the “substantial relationship” test

ent and that of the ’567 application but indicated that this

strictly, “granting disqualification only upon a showing that

was insufficient to show a substantial relationship: “Anderson

the relationship between the issues in the prior and present

has failed to demonstrate, for example, that the ’567 appli-

cases is ‘patently clear.’ Put more specifically, disqualifica-

cation describes or essentially describes the interfering

tion has been granted or approved . . . only when the issues

subject matter (i.e., the subject matter of Anderson’s claims

involved have been ‘identical’ or ‘essentially the same.’”61 This

involved in Interference 103,708). Until that is demonstrated,

is a considerably narrower view of the substantial relationship

we decline to find that similar facts and legal issues were

test than is taken by other circuits.62 For example, in the Tenth

involved in the prosecution of [the ’567 application] and in

Circuit, courts look to whether “the factual contexts of the two

Interference

103,708.”50

representations are similar or related.”63

The BPAI further explained that “some overlap between a few

Other BPAI decisions in interference proceedings evi-

of the ’567 claims and a few of the Anderson patent claims

dence
4
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the

USPTO’s

restrained

approach

to

attorney

disqualification.64 As described below, decisions by the PTAB

on the facts and circumstance of the case”; “[m]otions

indicate that it will treat disqualification motions in a manner

to disqualify opposing counsel are disfavored because

similar to its predecessor.

they cause delay and are sometimes abused”).
. . . [W]e see no reason to authorize a motion to disqualify

PTAB Decisions on Disqualification

Trading Tech’s counsel from Finnegan in this proceed-

To date, the PTAB has not given authorization to a party to file

ing. Both parties agree that TD Ameritrade is no longer

a motion to disqualify counsel in an IPR, CBM, PGR, or deri-

represented by Finnegan, and TD Ameritrade makes

vation proceeding. In Case Nos. CBM2014-00131,

-00133,

no allegation that Finnegan has, currently, any con-

-00135, -00136, and -00137, petitioner TD Ameritrade Holding

flict of interest . . . by remaining as counsel for Trading

Corp. (“TD Ameritrade”) sought authorization to file a motion

Tech despite its past representation of TD Ameritrade.

to disqualify counsel for patent owner Trading Technologies

Note, in particular, that TD Ameritrade makes no allega-

Tech”).65

TD Ameritrade alleged

tions that Finnegan possesses confidential information

that, at a time shortly after the filing of the Petitions in these

gained from TD Ameritrade during its representation

proceedings, both TD Ameritrade and Trading Tech were cli-

that is related to these proceedings.71

International, Inc. (“Trading

ents of the law firm Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett
& Dunner, LLP (“Finnegan”).66 TD Ameritrade argued that

Any conflict that existed, the PTAB noted, was merely for

Finnegan’s concurrent representation of both parties caused

a time period in the past.72 For these reasons, the PTAB

Finnegan to have a conflict of interest.67 TD Ameritrade

denied TD Ameritrade’s request for authorization to file a

sought authorization from the PTAB to file a motion to dis-

motion to disqualify.73

qualify Finnegan from representing Trading Tech based on
this alleged conflict of interest. Finnegan stated that Trading

In Case No. IPR2013-00179, petitioner ScentAir Technologies,

Tech engaged Finnegan to represent it in the CBM proceed-

Inc. (“ScentAir”) sought authorization to file a motion to dis-

ings after Finnegan no longer represented TD Ameritrade

qualify counsel for patent owner Prolitec, Inc. (“Prolitec”).74

and that therefore, no conflict of interest

existed.68

ScentAir’s request was based on a protective order issued in
related district court litigation involving the same patent and
parties.75 The protective order included the following language:

In denying TD Ameritrade authorization to file the motion, the
PTAB observed that at the time of the inquiry, TD Ameritrade
was no longer a client of Finnegan.69 The PTAB further noted

Persons for a receiving party (including without limi-

that “the matters Finnegan handled for TD Ameritrade were

tation outside counsel and EXPERTS) who access

not related, substantially to the matters” of the CBM proceed-

“CONFIDENTIAL-ATTORNEYS

ings.70 Citing the BPAI’s Anderson v. Eppstein decision, the

als of any producing party shall not, for the period of

EYES

ONLY”

materi-

PTAB stated that TD Ameritrade bears a “heavy” burden to

this action and extending two (2) years following final

show that disqualification is necessary and found that TD

resolution of this action, draft, supervise, assist, or

Ameritrade had not met its burden:

advise in drafting or amending patent claims or patent specifications, in the U.S. or abroad, related to

Disqualification is resolved on a case-by-case basis,

scent diffusion products or other subject matter of the

where the moving party bears a heavy burden of prov-

“CONFIDENTIAL-ATTORNEYS EYES ONLY” materials.76

ing facts showing that disqualification is necessary.
Anderson v. Eppstein, 59 U.S.P.Q.2d 1280, 1286 (Bd. Pat.

In denying ScentAir’s request for authorization to file the dis-

App. & Int. 2001) (informative). See also Rules of Practice

qualification motion, the PTAB found that the protective order

for Trials Before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board;

only barred litigation counsel from prosecution activities and

Final Rule 77 Fed. Reg. 48,630 (August 14, 2012) (“[t]he

that counsel was not barred from litigation or trials before the

determination whether to disqualify counsel is based

PTAB.77 The PTAB stated that “[a]n inter partes review is not
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Lawyer Contacts

original examination, continued examination, or reexamination of the involved patent. Rather, it is a trial, adjudicatory
in nature and constituting litigation.”78 The PTAB refused to

For further information, please contact your principal Firm

presume that counsel for Prolitec would violate the protec-

representative or one of the lawyers listed below. General

tive order, noting that Prolitec’s counsel would be subject to

email messages may be sent using our “Contact Us” form,

sanctions by the district court if it did

so.79

For these reasons,

which can be found at www.jonesday.com/contactus/

the PTAB denied ScentAir’s request for authorization to file a
motion to disqualify.80
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